Introduction.
Weierstrass was the first to prove that an arbitrary continuous function which is defined over a closed finite interval may be uniformly approximated by a sequence of polynomials. The more difficult problem of best approximation by polynomials had earlier been initiated by Tchebycheff. A number of years later, in the early part of the present century, de la Vallée Poussin raised the following question of best approximation : Is it possible to approximate every polygonal line by polynomials of degree n with an error of o(l/n) as n becomes large? (He had proved that the approximation can be carried out with an error of 0(1 /n). This question was answered in the negative by Serge Bernstein in a prize-winning essay on problems of best approximation. In this paper Bernstein proved and made considerable use of an inequality concerning the derivatives of polynomials. This inequality and a related (and earlier) one by Andrew Markoff have been the starting point of a considerable literature. It has been found for example that the underlying ideas of these two inequalities are applicable to a much wider class of functions than polynomials. These inequalities have supplied one approach to questions concerning the derivatives of quasi-analytic functions. A generalization of Bernstein's theorem has been applied to almost periodic functions.
In discussing a mathematical theory we may emphasize either its applications or the salient points of the theory itself. The applications of Bernstein's inequality to problems of approximation (where it has probably had its greatest success) have been treated in the literature ; see for example Dunham Jackson's book in the Colloquium Publications of the American Mathematical Society. On the other hand I am unaware of any recent résumé of the literature which has been suggested by the theorems of Markoff and Bernstein, so I shall discuss some of the investigations which have centered about these theorems.
Rational polynomials. It was the chemist Mendeleieff (author of the periodic table of chemistry) who asked the following question: If the bound of a rational polynomial over a given interval is known, how large may its derivative be in this interval? The maximum possible value of the derivative will of course depend on the degree of the poly-nomial. Actually Mendeleieff was interested in only the special case in which the polynomial is of degree two, and in this case the question is easily answered. The question for a polynomial of arbitrary degree is more difficult, but was answered in 1889 by A. Markoff [23] who proved the following theorem:
p is a rational polynomial of degree n and \f(x) | ^ 1 in the interval -1 Sx ^ 1 then in the same interval
The inequality of S. Bernstein [2] which appeared in his paper previously mentioned is as follows:
Inequalities (1) and (2) are exact in the following sense. The constant n 2 in (1) cannot be replaced by any lower constant, in fact there is a well known polynomial which satisfies the conditions of Theorem I and whose derivative at the point x -1 is equal to n 2 . This polynomial is the nth Tchebycheff polynomial
It satisfies the differential equation
However, it is known that at points in the interior of the interval ( -1, 1) the derivative of f{x) must be strictly less than n 2 . In Bernstein's theorem, on the other hand, the bound for f'{x) is given as a function of x. This dominant n(l -x 2 )~1 12 is the least possible dominant only at special points in the interval ( -1, 1). It is, however, asymptotically equal to the precise bound at every fixed point in the interior of the interval as n becomes infinite.
It is easily seen that Bernstein's inequality gives a much lower estimate of ƒ'(#) than does Markoff's except for a small neighborhood of the points -1 and +1. This remark has been used to prove Markoff's theorem with the aid of Bernstein's. If x lies in the interval \x\ ^cos (%Tr/n) then (2) shows that Then to prove MarkofFs inequality it is only necessary, in view of evident symmetry, to show that (1) is satisfied in the range cos (iw/n) ^#^1, and this has been accomplished by several methods. 2 The above remarks show that if x is a fixed point and n is increasing, the proper bound for ƒ'(#) is of order n when |x\ < 1 and of order n 2 when \x\ =1. The reason that the order is different in these two cases can be seen from the following result due to Szegö [36] . Let T represent an open or a closed Jordan curve in the complex z-plane, and at any point z 0 on V let cnr be the exterior angle. In the case in which T is an open curve there will of course be two exterior angles at each point z 0 except the ends. In this case let air be the larger of the two exterior angles at z 0 . With suitable smoothness conditions on r we have the following theorem:
Here c is a constant which depends on ZQ and T, but not on n.
It is possible to show that the bound cn a in this inequality is of the precise order as n becomes infinite. In the case in which T is the interval ( -1, 1) of the real axis we see that a = 2 at the endpoints of the interval, so this theorem shows that the derivative is of order n 2 . On the other hand at points in the interior of the interval a = l, so at these points the derivative is of order n.
Theorem III can be proved by the use of conformai mapping. Let
be a function which maps the exterior of T onto the exterior of the unit circle in the co plane in such a way that the points at infinity correspond. Then the function ƒ(z)<j>~n(z) is regular in the exterior of T, even at infinity. Since it is bounded by 1 on T it has the same bound outside T,
Now the behavior of the mapping function <j>(z) near the boundary of T has been effectively studied so it is possible to obtain good estimates of f(z) from (4) . To obtain an estimate for the derivative of ƒ (z) we write
where C is a circle with center at z 0 and properly chosen radius. The theorem is then proved by taking absolute magnitudes under the integral sign and making use of (4).
In the case in which T is the segment ( -1, 1) of the real axis the mapping function </>(z) is especially simple. In this special case Mon tel [25] had earlier used a similar method to obtain inequalities (1) and (2), although not in their precise form. He showed, for example, that under the conditions of Theorem I the derivative of ƒ(x) is less than 4rc 2 . There are analogous inequalities for the Riemann-Liouville generalized derivatives of positive order a :
where a>0 and p is the integer part of a + 1. Mon tel showed that if f(x) satisfies the conditions of Theorem I then in every interval (-#o, ffo), 0<#o<l,
This result was later generalized by Sewell [34] who obtained inequalties for the fractional derivatives of those polynomials which satisfy the conditions of Theorem III.
Trigonometric polynomials. An extension of Theorem II to trigonometric polynomials was found by Bernstein. By a trigonometric polynomial of degree n we mean an expression of the form
If in Theorem II we make the substitution # = cos 0, then, as is well known, /(cos 6) =Y%c v cos" 6 may be written as a trigonometric polynomial of degree n in which only the cosine terms appear. Since
More generally we may state the following proposition :
is a trigonometric polynomial of degree n and \F(fi)\ ^1 for real 0, then
This result was proved by Bernstein [2] at the same time as Theorem II, except that in (6) he had In in place of n. Inequality (6) in the present form first appeared in print in a paper of Fekete [15] who attributes the proof to Fejér. Bernstein [5, p. 39] attributes the proof to Landau. This theorem has a wide application to problems of approximation by trigonometric polynomials. The example F(0) =sin nO shows that no lower constant than n will suffice in (6) .
As already mentioned, under the substitution # = cos 0 a rational polynomial is transformed into a cosine polynomial in 6 of the same degree; and the converse is also true. On the other hand, a sine polynomial F(0) =Y^b v sin vd is transformed into a function of the form (1 -x 2 ) 112 P n _i{x) whereP n^i (x) is a rational polynomial of degree n -1 in x. In this sense the trigonometric polynomials represent a wider class of functions than the rational polynomials. This distinction is of some importance because the class of trigonometric polynomials possesses a flexibility which makes several theorems easier to prove in terms of trigonometric polynomials than in terms of rational polynomials.
Bernstein's proof of Theorem IV was based on a variational method. Simpler proofs of this theorem have been obtained by M. Riesz, F. Riesz, and de la Vallée Poussin. Each of these methods has led to interesting extensions of Theorem IV, so we shall discuss them briefly. M. Riesz' proof is based on an important interpolation formula which expresses the derivative of a trigonometric polynomial in terms of the values of the polynomial at In equidistant points.
M. RIESZ' INTERPOLATION FORMULA [29] . If F(6) is a trigonometric polynomial of degree n then Theorem IV is an obvious consequence of (7). This interpolation formula was used by Zygmund to obtain a generalization of Theorem IV. Zygmund [42] proved the following:
This result is proved by use of M. Riesz' interpolation formula and Jensen's inequality for convex functions. Theorem IV is obtained from (8) by letting p become infinite.
The proof of Theorem IV due to F. Riesz [28] begins with the representation
This may be obtained by use of the familiar integral representation of the coefficients a v and b v . The underlying idea in this method is the completion of the kernel, an idea which had earlier been used by Landau and by Fejér in other problems. The kernel in (9) is not positive, but since T is a trigonometric polynomial of degree n we may add to the kernel terms in cos v<j> and sin v<p where v is greater than n, and the value of the integral will not be changed. Adding a suitable trigonometric sum in (9) we obtain
The kernel in this case is more regular than before, although it is not positive. If we take absolute magnitudes under the integral sign and replace \F\ by 1 and |sin n<f>\ by 1, what is left of the integrand is positive (it is essentially the Fejér kernel). Then we may integrate termwise and we obtain
This is less precise than Theorem IV, but F. Riesz showed how the kernel could be completed still further, and Theorem IV could be proved by this method. de la Vallée Poussin's proof [40] of Theorem IV is based on the well known theorem that a trigonometric polynomial of degree n can have at most 2n real zeros modulo 2TT. If X and a are real, -1 <X < 1, the function (11) g(0) = cos ne -\F(0 + a)
is positive wherever cos nO = +1 and is negative wherever cos nd = -1. It therefore vanishes at 2n different points modulo 2T. It can be shown that if the derivative of F(6) is greater than n } then X and a can be so chosen that g(0) has at least 2n + l zeros modulo 2ir. This is impossible since g{6) is a trigonometric polynomial of degree 2n. The method of de la Vallée Poussin applies only to polynomials with real coefficients, but this is a restriction which is easily removed. For, if F(6) is any polynomial which satisfies the conditions of Theorem IV and 7 is a complex constant of unit modulus then yF(6) will satisfy the conditions of Theorem IV, and so will dl{yF(d)}. But y can be so chosen that the derivative of yF(0) at any preassigned point is real, and then the derivative of 9Î {yF(0)} will have the same modulus as F'{6) at this point. The inequalities which have been mentioned until now hold whether the polynomials have real or complex coefficients, and this is true in all subsequent cases except where the contrary is stated. de la Vallée Poussin's method can be used to show that under the conditions of Theorem IV we have the sharper inequality
Here F(0) is assumed real. In the general case in which the polynomial is complex we cannot say that the sum of the absolute magnitudes of the two terms on the left is less than n 2 . This is shown by the example F(6) =e ind . Inequality (12) was first explicitly stated by van der Corput and Schaake [9] , although it is implicit in an earlier inequality due to Szegö. Interpreting Theorem IV from the point of view of harmonic functions, it states that if a harmonic polynomial of degree n is bounded by 1 on the unit circle r = 1 then its tangential derivative on the unit circle is bounded by n. Under the same conditions, how large can the derivative be in other directions? Now the gradient of a function is a vector equal in magnitude to the largest directional derivative of the function. This question is therefore answered in the following theorem of Szegö [37] . THEOREM (14) | gradF(r, 0)| S n.
VI. If F(r, 0) is a harmonic polynomial of degree n and |F(1,0)| SI then for r SI
To prove this theorem it is sufficient to show that (14) is satisfied on the unit circle, that is, when r = 1. Also it is sufficient to show that for all real a the expression OF dF (15) cos a \~ sin a dr dd is bounded by n. From this point the proof parallels the method of F. Riesz. We obtain by a familiar method of Fourier series an integral representation of (15) which is slightly more complicated than (9) . The idea then is to complete the kernel. At about the same time Kellogg investigated problems concerning the derivatives of general, not necessarily harmonic, polynomials in two and more variables. Suppose that P(x, y) is a polynomial of degree n in rectangular variables, and that it is bounded by 1 in the unit circle x 2 +y 2^
1. Here of course we cannot apply the maximum principle of harmonic functions so we assume that the polynomial is bounded in the closed interior of the unit circle, not merely on the boundary. The inequalities in this case will of course not be the same as those that are valid for harmonic polynomials. Along any diameter of the unit circle P(x, y) =P(r cos 6, r sin 8) will be a polynomial of degree n in r=(x 2 +y 2 ) 1/2 , where we allow r to take negative values. Theorems I and II then show that its derivative with respect to r (the derivative of P in the radial direction) will be dominated by the smaller of the two numbers n(l-r 2 )~1 /2 and n 2 . Here we may ask: How large can the derivative be in other directions? Kellogg answered this by showing that the gradient of P(x, y) is bounded by the smaller of the two numbers n{\ -x 2 -y 2 )~1 12 and n 2 . This includes both Theorem I and Theorem II, for if fix) satisfies the conditions of Theorem I then it may be considered as a polynomial in x and y, with the coefficients of terms in y equal to zero. As such it will be bounded by 1 in the unit circle, and Kellogg's result then shows that the derivative oif(x) must satisfy inequalities (1) and (2).
There are analogous inequalities for polynomials in more than two variables. Kellogg Using a rotation of axes, this theorem in the case of more than two
variables can be deduced from the special case in which there are two variables. Theorem VI also suggests problems concerning the gradient of polynomials in more than two variables. For harmonic polynomials of three variables which are bounded by 1 on the unit sphere the precise bounds of the gradient are known, except, curiously, when the polynomial is of degree two or three [38] . Unlike Theorem VII, the proper bound for the gradient of harmonic polynomials in three dimensions does not seem to be deducible from the corresponding inequality in the two-dimensional case. The proper bound for the gradient in the three-dimensional case is considerably more complicated than (14) .
Entire functions. An extension of Theorem IV to a much wider class of functions than polynomials was noted by Bernstein. Clearly a trigonometric polynomial F(z) =^2(a v cos vz+b u sin vz) is periodic with period 27r, and is also an entire function of the complex variable z. It also belongs to the class of entire functions which are of exponential type, that is, those which satisfy, for some positive constant p, (16) F(z) = 0(e'l*l) uniformly in every direction as \z\ -><*>. In the case in which F(z) is a trigonometric polynomial, (16) is true with p equal to the degree of the polynomial. Bernstein [4] found that the condition in Theorem IV that F(z) is a trigonometric polynomial can be replaced by the milder condition that it is an entire function of exponential type. He proved the following :
is an entire function of exponential type which satisfies
then on the real axis
In this theorem p need not be an integer, and the functions which satisfy these conditions are not in general periodic. This theorem is applicable for example to the general Fourier-Stieltjes transform (18) F(z) = f' e izt da(t)
J -P where a(t) is of bounded variation.
If F(z) satisfies the conditions of Theorem VIII it can be shown by repeated use of the Phragmén-Lindelöf principle that
If x is a point on the real axis let C be a circle with radius 1/p and center at x, and write
Then taking absolute magnitudes under the integral sign and making use of (19) we obtain
This is less precise than inequality (17) . Inequality (17) can be proved using a modification of any of the methods outlined for proving Theorem IV. Boas [7] obtained sharper results than in Theorem VIII, but under the slightly more stringent condition that F(z) is representable in the form (18) , and is bounded by 1 on the real axis.
Higher derivatives. The inequalities which have been mentioned until now have concerned the first derivative of the function. In some cases the proper bounds for the higher derivatives can be inferred by an inductive process from the inequalities for the first derivative. This is the case for example in Theorem IV. If F(d) satisfies the conditions of that theorem then the function F'{d)/n is a trigonometric polynomial of degree n, and is bounded by 1. Hence we infer from (6) that |-F"(0)| ^n 2 . In the same way we obtain the best bounds for all higher derivatives of F (6) . This inductive process does not give the best bounds in all cases, however. If f(x) is a rational polynomial of degree n and is bounded by 1 in ( -1, 1 ) then repeated use of Theorem I will show that |jf'(#)| ^n 2 (n -l) 2 . It is known that the true bound for f'(x) is less than this. It was Wladimir Markoff (brother of A. Markoff) who found the proper bounds for the higher derivatives of f(x) under these conditions. W. Markoff [24] proved the theorem which follows.
THEOREM IX. Under the conditions of Theorem
The right-hand side of this inequality is exactly equal to 7^(1), where T n (x) is the nth Tchebycheff polynomial (3). Markoff's proof of this result is based on a variational method. For fixed p suppose that ƒ (x) is an extremal polynomial, that is, suppose its pth derivative assumes the maximum possible value under the conditions of Theorem IX. (It is easily shown that this polynomial exists.) Markoff used a variational method to show that \f(x) | must be equal to 1 at either n or n + 1 different points in the interval ( -1, 1) . In the latter case ±f(x) is the nth. Tchebycheff polynomial, whose derivatives are easily shown to satisfy (20). In the former case it is possible to show that f{x) satisfies a differential equation of the form
Here a, b, c are real constants which depend upon one parameter. Markoff was then able to show that the derivatives of this class of polynomials satisfy (20), but the proof is quite difficult.
The differential equation (21) appeared in a paper of Tchebycheff [39] in 1854, but the polynomial solutions are often named for Zolotareff, who investigated their properties extensively at a later date. Zolotareff [41 ] showed that this differential equation admits a polynomial solution if and only if the constants a, b, c satisfy certain equations, which involve elliptic integrals. These elliptic integrals were not used, however, by W. The best bound will of course depend upon the constants k v as well as upon the degree of the polynomial. By suitably choosing the constants k v the linear form can be made equal to any derivative of f(x) at any preassigned point. However, this general problem was not carried so far as the special problem concerning derivatives of f(x).
Duffin and Schaeffer found a shorter proof of Theorem IX. In addition they showed that for inequality (20) to be satisfied it is not necessary to assume that the polynomial is bounded over the entire interval ( -1, 1). They proved [13] the following fact: THEOREM X. If f(x) =^2QC V X V is a rational polynomial of degree n and \f(x) I ^ 1 at the n + 1 points where (T n (x)) 2 = l, then
In the case of the first derivative (£ = 1) this is a generalization of Theorem I, but there is no analogous generalization of Theorem II, at least in the obvious form. It is possible to show by use of an interpolation formula that if f(x) satisfies the conditions of Theorem X then the inequality |/'(#)| tkn{\-x 2 )~1 12 will be satisfied at special points, but this inequality will not be valid throughout the entire interval (-1, 1) .
Quasi-analytic functions. The theorems of Markoff and Bernstein lead in a natural way to problems concerning the derivatives of a class of functions which are in general not analytic. One of the simplest results of this nature is the following lemma which is useful in the proof of certain Tauberian theorems: If f(x) is two times differentiablefor x>0, and if as #-» <*>
More general problems of this nature have been investigated by Hardy and Littlewood [16] , Landau, and others. One problem which presents itself is : 
where L is the length of the interval I. His proof is based on Taylor's formula and makes use of A. MarkofFs theorem. For a finite interval an exact solution was given by Landau in the special case n = 2. Landau [22] also investigated problems in which the second derivative satisfies a one-sided condition. Suppose ƒ (x) is real and \f(x) | ^ 1, f n (x)^a throughout a finite interval 7, where a is some constant. Of course if a is too large with respect to the length of the interval there will be no function which satisfies these conditions. But if a is small enough, in particular if a^O, the conditions are consistent and it is possible to find a dominant for the first derivative of the function. This dominant varies throughout the interval, becoming infinite at the endpoints.
In the case in which I is an infinite interval and n is arbitrary, the precise bounds for f (k) (x) , 0<k<n, were obtained by Kolmogoroff [2l] . The bound for f (k) (x) which was obtained by Kolmorgoroff is always less than x/2, but its precise form is fairly complicated, involving the ratio of two infinite series. This result has been applied to questions concerning quasi-analytic functions. Duffin and Schaeffer 
